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Memorandum by the Secretary-General 

Hie Secretariat has "been&sl=ed to suggest the order in which thé 

various proposais and aaea&l«&s delating *» Article 13 of the Eraft 

Eeelaratioa should be voted m » $ * #»*e <& procedure governing this 

question is Eule 5k which xm&fl «-s follows: 

MzJk 
If two or more propels s?&œovedrelating ;to the eaj^.Question, 

or if one or more amendments are moved to a proposal, the Commission 

shall first vote on the.most far-reaching proposal or amendment, 

and then on the next most far-reaching proposal or amendment, and 

-so on, uniil either all the proposals and amendments have, been put 

to the vote, or one or mo?© of them has been adopted, which in the 

opinion of the- Commission makes voting on the remaining proposals 

and amendments unnecessary» 

In applying this rule 'the Secretariat has followed the generally 

accepted rule that the phrase "most far-reaching proposal or amendment" 

involves a comparison with the original text before the Committee, namely, 

the. test 'of the- Drafting Committee.. In other words, the term "most 

far-reaching" as used in this 3fule has essentially the same meaning as 

the term "furthest removed ija. substance from the original proposal" which 

is used in thé Council Eule "62 a»d the General Assembly Eule #2, (3his is 

•shown by the discussion in';the Council Committee on Procedure in 

document ̂ AC.^SS.B, page 2, && V thé Irénch text of Eule 5V). 

3h:applyiag -biis standard in this particular case it is necessary 

to determine which of the various proposals and amendments would change 

the original t ^ impossible to avoid 

a certain amount of arbitrariness in making this choice. MbrebVër> it is 
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also felt that it is undesirable ih connection with this procedural 

question to attempt to decide which of the ideas are most fundamental or 

would have the greatest effect» Consequently, the Secretariat has 

analyzed the proposals and amendments in terms of the component ideas 

without attempting to evaluate the scope or effect of>the particular ideas. 

On this basis the text which would delete or add the largest number of 

expressly formulated ideas in relation to the original text would be'the 

furthest removed :ta substance; 

In accordance with this analysis-' the order of voting would then be 

as follows: 

1, Proposals submitted by India and the United Kingdom; 

Men ana women are entitled to equal rights as to marriage. 

This proposal is the furthest removed from the text of the 

Drafting Cbmmittee'because there are four ideas in the latter text 

which are noi expressly included in the India-tÉùitèd Kingdom" proposal,' 

viz. in.accordance; with the law, full codent ôf both intending spouses, 

age of puberty, protection by State and Society. 

2. Amendment submitted by the representative of Egypt to the 

United States proposal, which, is' to delete the words 

"deriving from marriage". 

This amendment should be voted on before the United States 

proposal. for two reasons : In the first place, it is an 

'amendment to the United States of America proposal. Secondly, it is 

fur&er removed from the text or" the Drafting Committee than the 

Uhiiîèd "States text because it would give protection even 

to family groups which do not derive from inarriale1'. 

3* '"'"'BŴ éid'v«itwittfed'̂ ''the United States? 

" Men 'and women are entitled to' equal rights as to marriage. 

The'!family deriving from marriage is the natural and fundamental 

group unit of society and shall be entitled to protection. 

ïfcis proposal.'is'-not as far removed; as the India-United Kingdom 

proposal because il; deletes only three ideas mentioned în. the text of 

the-Drafting Ccmadttee,'viz.'"iâ. accordance with t&e law, Consent of 

both intending spou£es','age of p-ûberty."/ "'ûti: 1^~ôther hand,"'it adds 

one idea4 which is noi'in the text of the Drafting Comtiittee,..namely, 

tfiat ̂ #fam±3^ dérivinÀ'vfrbm marria^'isth^ natural and fundamental 

unit- of society*!' 

4. 'Propb'sal'emitted by: the' Sepreseirta^ive of t^^ Soviet 

Social!LstvSépuplicsr ' whjeh lsY
: 

(à.) '"'""to' insert the phrase "and the equality of men and women 

in the marriage" after the word "family" in the second paragraph 

/of the text 
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of the text presented by the Drafting Committee; 

(b) to add a new paragraph to the text of the Drafting Committee 

reading as follows: "Both men and women shall have equal rights 

to dissolve marriage". 

This proposal is not so far removed from the text of the Drafting 

Committee because it adds only two new ideas not contained in the 

latter test, viz. the equality of men and women during marriage, and 

the expx-ess mention of dissolution of marriage. 

5. Proposal submitted by the Representative of France» which is: 

1. Every man and woman of the age of puberty has an equal right 

to contract marriage provided that this be with his or her full 

consent and to found a family. 

2. Every man and woman has equal rights as to marriage. 

3. The family, which is the natural and fundamental grotrp unit 

of society is entitled, to protection. 

This proposal seems to be the nearest to the text of the 

Drafting Committee because it introduces only one new idea, viz. the 

idea that the family is the natural and fundamental unit of society, 

******* 

The Secretariat has not included the proposals of Belgium and the 

Lebanon in the' list because it understands that both of these proposals were 

withdrawn by their sponsors in favour of the United States text» 


